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ABSTRACT
Current knowledge of the RNA world indicates 2 different genetic codes being present throughout
the living world. In contrast to non-coding RNAs that are built of repetitive nucleotide syntax, the
sequences that serve as templates for proteins share—as main characteristics—a non-repetitive
syntax. Whereas non-coding RNAs build groups that serve as regulatory tools in nearly all genetic
processes, the coding sections represent the evolutionarily successful function of the genetic
information storage medium. This indicates that the differences in their syntax structure are
coherent with the differences of the functions they represent. Interestingly, these 2 genetic codes
resemble the function of all natural languages, i.e., the repetitive non-coding sequences serve as
appropriate tool for organization, coordination and regulation of group behavior, and the non-
repetitive coding sequences are for conservation of instrumental constructions, plans, blueprints for




RNA stem loops; RNA group
identities; RNA
Introduction
With the detection of the genetic code, a completely new
perspective arose in biology. This new paradigm changed
the previous views on heredity and cell biology. Molecu-
lar biology and genetics started their success stories. The
“code without commas” (Francis Crick) consisted of a
nucleotide alphabet with 4 characters and their comple-
mentary base pairs storing biological information to be
translated into proteins by living cells. Later on, Manfred
Eigen insisted that this genetic code represents a real lan-
guage and not just a metaphor.1 At this time, it was
thought that every natural language or code was deter-
mined by the rules of its syntax, i.e., how the single char-
acters could be correctly combined into a line up to build
extended sequences of information. The meaning
(semantics) of a certain DNA sequence is deﬁned by the
protein product as the result of gene expression, tran-
scription and translation into the amino acid code.
Additionally, with progress in genetic research, some
hallmarks of molecular biology and genetics were deﬁned,
such as one gene codes for one protein, the central dogma
(DNA-RNA-protein-everything else), that non-protein
coding DNA is junk, and last but not least, the fact that
error replications drive genetic variations.2
The concept of Noam Chomsky of a context-free uni-
versal grammar being present in the nucleotide sequences
inspired bioinformatics to study whatManfred Eigen pro-
posed in the early 70s: life is physics and chemistry and
information.
But in the 80s of the last century, empirical evidence
proved the fact that natural languages and codes are
determined by a third level of rules besides grammar and
semantics, namely pragmatics. Pragmatics represents the
level of rules that interconnects the real character users
of a natural language or code with its real life situations;
this means the context in which a natural language or
code user is interwoven. This became clear with the
empirical fact that no natural language speaks itself as no
natural code codes itself. In any known case, there are
living agents being competent to generate and use a nat-
ural language or code.3 Pragmatics, therefore, represents
the context-dependence of meaning which was formerly
presumed to depend on the syntax structure of a natural
language or code sequence. Since few decades, epige-
netics proved this fact that it was not the nucleotide syn-
tax alone which deﬁnes the ﬁnal protein product, but the
epigenetic markings.
Nearly at the same time, the above mentioned hall-
mark assumptions in molecular biology and genetics
were falsiﬁed through empirical evidence in the roles of
non-coding RNAs and viruses in evolution and develop-
ment of all domains of life. At the current stage, the
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dominant role of RNA biology and the dramatic come-
back of virology changes our picture of the genetic code.
In this article, we will have a look at some functions
and group behavioral motifs of such RNAs with their
inherent repetitive nucleotide syntax and their role in
constituting and regulating genetic content of organisms.
No life would function with DNA alone
Without transcription from the genetic storage
medium DNA into the current RNA world agents, no
relevant genetic process can be initiated.4,5 RNAs for-
mat the expression of coding sequences and organize
the coherent line-up of timely coordinated steps of
replication.6,7 In addition, the transport of genetic
information to the progeny cells is coordinated by
these agents. Furthermore, they are crucial for the
cooperation between groups of RNA-stem loops to
constitute important nucleoprotein complexes such as
ribosome, spliceosome, and editosome.8 Therefore,
such RNA groups are essential for complex order of
genome constructions. The construction, organization
and regulation of cellular genomes, especially of high
complexity, are special capabilities of such RNA
groups.9 This does not mean that the coded content
is crucial in higher eukaryotes but that the organiza-
tional regulation of content arrangements that deter-
mine protein translations seem more important. If we
look at the number of genes of C. elegans and
humans, we have approximately 20,000 protein cod-
ing genes, but a very different regulatory network.
With the focus on RNA-biology, it soon became obvi-
ous, that the syntax of non-coding RNAs and coded
DNA differs fundamentally. It was recognized that the
RNA sequences, in most cases, consisted of repetitive
characters constituting the sequence structure. Addition-
ally, it was soon mentioned that the repetitive RNA
sequences are the main proponents of regulatory ele-
ments of gene expression in all domains of life.10 If we
take a repetitive sequence such as, e.g., TATAAACGCC
we know that these repeats are among the strongest
binders of histones.11 With the detection of mobile
genetic elements, it also became obvious that these agents
of genetic novelty are constituted by repetitive
elements.12
RNA agents are generally constituted by ribonucleo-
tide sequences with repetitive grammar. In contrast to
protein coding sequences of the genetic text that do not
represent repetitive sequence syntax, the non-coding
RNAs all share this syntax feature. In this review, we will
have a look at some functions and group behavioral
motifs of such RNAs and their role in constituting and
regulating genetic content of organisms.
Repetitive genetic syntax structures represent
active agents
The language of the coding regions is the evolutionarily
successful tool to conserve complex information within a
storage medium whereas the non-coding repeat syntax is
the essential tool to actively coordinate and organize
interactions, such as regulations or even innovations.13
To download biologically relevant information into
real life-world, it is necessary to transcribe and translate
DNA-stored information into dynamic RNA groups and
protein worlds again. This occurs by:
! Splitting up double stranded DNA into 2 single
strands by helicase.
! Building of a copy DNA by polymerase and its
counterpart; free RNAs bind to this sequence now.
! RNA polymerases do not duplicate the sequence
exactly but, on the contrary, act highly “error
prone,” i.e., extend the given sequence into a new
alphabetical order which can serve as a new genetic
identity contrasting its origin.
! Building of a mRNA after modifying the transcript
by (i) RNA editing, and (ii) splicing out the (regula-
tory) non-coding RNAs, i.e., introns, to
! transport information content out of the nucleus to
ribosomes (after forming a RNP complex of the 2
ribosomal subunits) in the cytoplasm followed
! by the tRNAs for translation into proteins with low
error rate.
! Recycling and re-use of the remaining RNAs of cer-
tain RNA groups (e.g., spliced out introns, ribo-
somal subunits, tRNAs,) for further regulatory
processes, such as important roles of microRNAs.
This means, for every download of information being
relevant for real life organisms, the DNA content has to
be translated into RNA sequence again to be available
for active RNA group behavior, i.e., RNA mediated
sequence modulation, and re-arrangements or modiﬁca-
tions of any kind. Not to forget that the ribosome, the
most abundant cellular RNA species, have evolved as the
catalytic, organizational regulatory hub of protein bio-
synthesis in all cells. Two subunits together decode
mRNA and additionally synthesize corresponding pep-
tide chains.14
Another interesting aspect is that infectious/invasive
non-coding RNAs insert preferentially in non-coding
DNA areas, whereas coding DNA usually is not the tar-
get of invading RNAs. This indicates that the insertion
competence relates to interaction competence. In this
perspective the non-coding DNA is the preferred habitat
to settle down by infectious RNAs, e.g., y-chromosome
in human genomes,15 whereas the coding regions are not
preferentially targeted.16,17
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If an invading RNA species meets a host genome it
will sense repetitive sequences much more easier for
insertion than non-repetitive ones. If we look at a host
repeat sequence, e.g., AAAACCCC and an invading
stem loop has e.g., UUGG, there would be some binding
afﬁnity on 4 bases, which will be not the case in a non-
repetitive sequence. This may indicate that the preferred
change in evolutionary processes occurs in regulatory
sections and not in the information storage coding for
proteins.
Meaning of genetic information depends on
group interactions
RNAs remain the most ancient biological agents that
connect information with meaning, in that they interact,
based on their nucleic acid syntax that binds to comple-
mentary acids of the genetic alphabet. In this way, they
create information bearing molecules. However, the
meaning of these molecules does not depend on syntax
but on pragmatics (context), i.e., its real life function.18-
20 The meaning is determined by the context of the inter-
acting participants which means the function that the
information represents for the interacting agents.9,21 In
this way, coded information may carry meaning for e.g.,
toxic components that kill invaded hosts. But the same
information may carry meaning for immune functions
(Antitoxins) to protect the host.22 A variety of meanings
may be coded in information in the genetic syntax, but
the living agents that are involved in real-life contexts
are crucial for meaning to emerge from the information
they represent. They generate meaning out of genetic
information storage medium by real-life world interac-
tions with themselves or non-themselves (hosts) as docu-
mented in the recent knowledge about epigenetics.23
Without living agents, no information out of DNA
would ﬁnd its way to some meaning.
In the ancient RNA world, with building RNA stem
loop consortia, a biological behavior emerged that under-
lies a biological selection which is absent in a pure phys-
ico-chemical world.24,25 The start of biological selection
was the result of group behavior of RNA stem loops.26,27
After abundance of selection processes and compart-
mentalizations, we may agree that the ﬁrst biological cells
as organisms emerged.28 We should keep in mind, that
all functions of these organisms that enabled them to
replicate, metabolize, defeat against invading or parasit-
izing living agents are regulated by the obligate RNA-
based competencies in transcription, translation, repair,
and immunity. Hence, the basic features of cellular life
are processed by a DNA based organism in which all
functions still depend on an orchestrated line up of cou-
pled RNA functions.29
If we look at the current stage of life history, we have a
biological system in that cellular life based on DNA stor-
age medium, and RNA regulatory networks dominate
the planet.30 RNA groups still play important roles in
catalyzing biochemical reactions, the translation of
mRNAs into proteins, the ﬁne-tuned regulation of gene
expression, and the steps and sub-steps of immune
defense in the various ways of recognition of “non-self”-
integration of identiﬁcation tools into the self-protecting
system to recognize invading identities and the targeting
of defense tools on these invading agents.31
The coupling of the information and the contextual
regulation of this information was the coupling of introns
and exons, where the introns are representing the RNA
repeat sequences within protein coding sections (non-
repeat sequences). Interestingly, nature created a way to
line up complex protein bodies in building a ﬁnal non-
repeat sequence of protein coding sections of the genetic
text that serves as template; and splicing out the intronic
sequences being relevant for regulatory functions.32-35
Important aspects of natural genetic editors
Since the early RNA world, maybe before the evolution
of DNA-based or even RNA-based protein bodies, the
RNAs not only catalyze biochemical processes but also
bind to proteins in various forms and modes so that pro-
teins stabilized the RNA structures in a certain way for
its specialized functions.36,37 Protein itself has very lim-
ited possibilities to transmit information (such as
prions). A crucial key for protein synthesis is the ribo-
some with both its RNA based ribozymatic functions
and its protein body to stabilize and interconnect the 2
complex and complicated subunits of RNA consortia.
Without ribosome, no protein body would exist.38
! It does not really interest whether the RNA world
was predated by another primordial system, the
facts outline RNA to be the only successful and
essential natural code that provides the precondi-
tions for RNA replication and DNA-based cellular
life.39
! Besides the ribosome that translates RNA exon line
up into protein code after splicing out the regulatory
introns, RNAs transport information as a messen-
ger in mRNA and the “readymade” transcript out of
DNA storage medium to an RNA template. Never-
theless, whereas 90% of the e.g., human genome are
transcribed into RNAs only 1.5% serve as intron
free template for protein production.40,41
! Interestingly, RNAs can bind to small metabolites to
use the binding energy to switch from one RNA
structure to another. Additionally, very small RNAs
act as ribozymes that may self-cleave. Larger
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ribozymes can act in complex RNA splicing interac-
tions such as group II introns.42,43
! More often, RNAs work in concert with proteins,
such as RNA splicing, RNA editing. We must not
forget that a primary transcript involves approxi-
mately 200 proteins together with at least 5 small
nuclear RNAs. Approximately 95% of say, the
human genes, underlie splicing activities.44
! Another important complementary interaction tool
is the telomerase a certain form of reverse transcrip-
tase being an essential function for creating DNA
sequences in general, or how should we think of the
emergence of DNA from a primordial RNA
world?45
! One interesting action on how RNAs act on each
other is the antisense RNA action to inhibit RNA
protein interactions by complementary base pairing
to RNAs.46,47
! Another important function is the regulation of the
translatability of mRNAs by small double stranded
RNAs. This is achieved by the recognition of com-
plementary sequences in the mRNA, which serves
as efﬁcient tool also in RNA silencing.48,49
! Additionally, the DNA storage medium condensed
in chromatin may be manipulated in various ways
by RNAs that attract proteins to modify the chro-
matin status – more globally or even specialized –
to very local interactions affecting single genes or
groups of genes. Interestingly, information that
identiﬁes invading genomes (such as in CRIPRS) is
stored in DNA, but is then converted into small
RNAs that recognize and interfere with these
invaders. Therefore, the conversion of DNA into
RNAs plays a crucial role for inheritance via RNA,
and to remain, functions with the conversion pro-
cess in the RNAs that process the action.33
Evolutionary results of RNA productivity: DNA
and protein bodies
The evolution of protein bodies, i.e., the translation of
nucleic acid sequences into amino acid sequences, leads
to the emergence of what we called “life,” i.e., the visible
structures of organisms built out of cells, tissues, and
organs.37,50 If we look at the results of this strain of bio-
logical evolution, we can assume that no organism can
function vitally without RNA- consortia interactions that
dominate all regulatory processes within the living cells
and cell societies such as tissues and organs.51
To this dependency on the RNA world agents, the pro-
tein bodies also communicate by themselves but at a differ-
ent level of signaling interactions, relatively independent of
RNA world inﬂuences. Hence, this level of interactions
(although dependent on RNA world activities at the base of
all biologically relevant functions), is somehow independent
from RNA-determined functions, because bodies interact
within their phenosphere more than on their genosphere
interactions which are focused on the bodies to which they
relate. The phenosphere interactions are primarily more rel-
evant to behavioral response behaviors between bodies,
than the genosphere activities within the body.18 The feed-
back of the “living DNA archives” to the current RNA net-
works constantly ﬁne-tune their regulation and innovation
capabilities.
In parallel, these phenosphere interactions feed back
to the body regulating RNA- consortia, via impression
patterns that may be relevant to epigenetic modiﬁcations
in, say, stress. In stress situations, similar to stem cells
poorly transcriptionally active and epigenetically deter-
mined, the silencing of mobile genetic elements is weak-
ened, and the immune functions are opportunistic. We
can look at such context-relevant situations in pre-
implantation of placenta, trophectoblast differentiation,
as well as tumor growth.52,53 In all these situations, the
genetic identity producers that are silenced or conserved
as regulatory tools may become virulent again; active for
change, de-regulation, and production of novel content
arrangement. This may lead not only to genetic novelty,
novel gene regulations, and changing dynamics but also
to increased rates of disease caused by de-regulation of
former counterbalanced networks of regulations, as
described in Fig. 1.
If RNA network, i.e., RNA-consortia interactions
become relevant, the “force” of life is still activated.54
However, in contrast to former narratives, we now can
identify this neither as a metaphysical force from a tran-
scendent creator, nor as a result out of mechanistic error
replication events by chance, but as an intrinsic capabil-
ity of biological entities dependent on the RNA agents’
activities.55 If something gets out of control, they are still
activated. If all functions well without stress, the RNA
agents are constantly serving as a mighty network of
conserved functions that integrate the wide open horizon
of all interactional motifs being existent in a biological
species. The main motif is to promote and support life
processes and not to destroy them.
Keyplayer in RNA to DNA transformation:
Reverse transcriptase
In several attempts, biological features which cannot be
found in inanimate nature have been reduced to the
chemical level only. In this perspective, biological fea-
tures are expanded organization systems at the macro-
molecular level, but in a strict natural law system.
Authors were convinced that in this perspective,
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evolution can be integrated into chemical kinetics, a
merger of population processuality with molecular biol-
ogy.56,57 Meanwhile, we know that the quantitative
explanation of biological sign mediated interactions can
identify side effects at its best, but cannot fully explain
the main features of social interacting biological agents.58
If we transfer this result to the quasispecies behavior
at the RNA level, we can identify several RNA group
behaviors that represent de novo generation activities
that constitute the basis for evolutionary novelty.59,60 If
we take reproduction only from the physico-chemical
perspective, we have to realize that a clonal reproduction
can occur only in an identical copy production of the for-
mer product, if there is some change in this “error repli-
cation” was the term for decades. Nevertheless, as
demonstrated by the biocommunication theory – the
generation of novelty by agents competent in editing bio-
logical codes – this is not an appropriate description.61
Similar to the generation of poems in a natural language
by humans in this reductionistic light would be an error
prone reproduction of former available sign sequences
into new ones – a rather curious conclusion.
A key agent in several aspects of biology, especially in
genetics, is the reverse transcriptase (RT). The reverse
transcriptase derived from an RNA world, and correctly
termed, is the primary tool to transport information from
RNA to DNA before other polymerases.45,62,63 RTs can be
identiﬁed through the whole current RNAworld activities
in virions and RNA viruses such as retroviruses, and is the
essential tool to place RNA information within DNA-
based genomes.64,65 In this respect, it is an essential tool
to install persistent viral agents in host genomes. The RTs
care for virus replication cycles as well as suppressed
viral-derived inhabitants that serve as regulatory elements
of host genes. In special situations such as stress, the regu-
lation of the host functionmay become weak and the orig-
inal function may become virulent again (see Fig. 1).
Especially if RTs get into this modus, they may change the
genetic identity of host genomes and ﬁx it into the DNA
storage medium being part of an inheritable feature.66,67
The important innovative perspective on these pro-
cesses is, to keep in mind that these regulatory RNAs exist
always in dynamic populations that are quite tissue speciﬁc.
It is this social collective of RNA groups that interprets the
(non-repetitive) ‘gene’ language of the coding sequences
and provides the speciﬁc identity of each cell type.
Conserved repetitive sequences in DNA archives:
Centromeres, telomeres
Interestingly, some repetitive sequences are conserved
into DNA at important physiologic places of the
genomes, such as at the center of the chromosomes or at
the end (end protection). Out of centromeres and
Figure 1. Reverse Transcriptase is the key player to transfer RNA sequences into DNA. This is a counter regulated process we can look at
in embryogenesis and cell differentiation. In tumorigenesis, this gets out of control © New York Academy of Sciences. Reproduced by
permission of New York Academy of Sciences. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.52
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telomeres, no transcription occurs, which indicates
rather strict conservation and non-coding for proteins’
functions.68 We do not know why, but it is a fact that the
repeat telomere syntax essentially protects chromosome
ends from invasion of genetic parasites which degrade or
damage chromosome ends.69,70 Maybe infection derived
group II introns drove evolutionary novelty of linear
chromosomes and co-adapted to genome end-protec-
tion.71 The repetitive syntax structure of telomeres seems
to make them somehow immune to recombination and
rearrangements by invading genetic parasites.
However, initiation of telomere DNA replication occurs
frequently at telomere repeats.72 For instance, we ﬁnd
TTAGGG in vertebrates, humans, mice, Xenopus, ﬁla-
mentous fungi, Neurospora crassa, the slime molds Physa-
rum and Didymium: TTGGGG in Tetrahymena and
Glaucoma; TTGGG(T/G) in Paramecium; TTTTGGGG
in Oxytricha, Stylonychia and Euplotes; TTAGGG(T/C)
in the apicomplexan protozoan Plasmodium; TTTAGGG
in Arabidopsis thaliana; TTTTAGGG in green algae Chla-
mydomonas; TTAGG in the insect Bombyx mori;
TTAGGC in the roundworm Ascaris lumbricoides;
TGTGGGTGTGGTG (from RNA template) in Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae; GGGGTCTGGGTGCTG in Candida
glabrata; and GGTGTACGGATGTCTAACTTCTT in
Candida albicans.73
The telomerase, a subspecies of the reverse transcrip-
tase family, cares for telomere replication at the ends of
chromosomes and, therefore, not only is a key player of
genome maintenance but is also part of an immunity
function that provides telomere ends from infection by
genetic parasites.73 This is a new role of a reverse tran-
scriptase and demonstrates that RNA agents serve for
both, infection of host genomes and – as coapted exapta-
tions – as immune function against (related) infectious
agents. The evolutionary move from telomeres to centro-
meres in eukaryotes is an excellent example of re-inven-
tion of newly evolved features into another useful
function.74
Without infection there can be no evolution.75 Infec-
tious agents are the driving force to generate genetic nov-
elty, generate immune functions against related parasites
and, therefore, serve for protection of host organisms in
an ongoing way.63
Three of a perfect pair: Inanimate nature, RNA-
consortia/viruses and protein bodies
At the current stage of understanding how evolution
occurs, and the emergence of RNA groups, viruses and
DNA-based cellular life representing what we call “Life,”
we know that cooperativity between these 3 levels is a
core behavioral motif.24,25,76,77 Single RNA stem loops,
being alone, only react in a physico-chemical reaction
modus without any biological selection, whereas if they
build groups, they actively evolve self/non-self-differenti-
ation and compete in a biological selection modus.21
Viruses evolved in a constant competition of this
RNA group selection, to become part of a group self and
not to become a part in non-self, whether non-self by
itself may represent another group. In the step from
RNA consortia to protein-based cell bodies, the viruses
played the essential driving role of infection/immunity/
identity.15 The genetic code went from molecules to a
semiotic code by group interactions which ﬁts the gen-
eral thesis that any natural language or code needs
groups of competent agents that use (generate, innovate)
such codes in social interactions,78 whereas a natural
code without competent users does nothing.
The evolution of DNA, and later on of cellular pro-
tein-based life, cared for the emergence of phenotypes
that interact via a different level of signaling. Although
based on RNA-coordinated body regulation, the pheno-
typic interactions of protein-based cellular life forms
determine ecosphere habitats. The interactions that con-
stitute a phenosphere of protein bodies depends on the
basics of RNA biology as the RNA biology depends on
the natural laws of physics and chemistry. However,
RNA biology transcends physics and chemistry by (i)
social group behavior, (ii) semiotic code biology and the
(iii) biological selection, all of them being absent in inan-
imate nature.
Similarly, the phenosphere of protein bodies tran-
scends RNA biology, because the phenosphere is mostly
constituted by cellular signaling motifs of coordination,
and organization, i.e., biocommunication.61 We must
differentiate these levels of interaction because they all
are relevant in a complementary way to deﬁne life in the
21st century: First, you need physics and chemistry. Sec-
ond, you need cooperative agents that build consortia
which underlie biological selection. Life starts here.79
RNA consortia lead to DNA storage and cellular pro-
tein-based bodies. Thirdly, protein-based bodies interact
and constitute the phenosphere of life, as we know it.
Although all 3 levels derive and are constituted upon the
former, they add a new level/sphere that is not present in
the former one and cannot be deduced out of the former
one. This means it is a real novelty.
These features are known to us and have been under
investigation since several years; some, for decades.
What was not clear is that all these RNA agents which all
share repetitive nucleotide syntax derive from infectious/
invasive agents such as viruses and virus-like agents.55,80
RNAs do not derive by chance mutations in error repli-
cation events. There is crucial difference to former pic-
tures of how the biological world works. If we identify
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RNA that work as key tools in cellular life, we must be
aware that this is due to infection events, and addition-
ally its counter effect of competing infectious agents that
found a way to counter-regulate themselves via the
immune function of the host. The genial concept to
explain this was the “addiction module” of Luis Villar-
real: It documents the variety of counterbalancing mod-
ules each constituted by a variety of RNA stem-loop
groups with their volatile genetic identities that may
change like “gangs” according actual needs (see Fig. 2)
and that we currently know in its host persistence
(toxin-antitoxin, restriction-modiﬁcation, insertion/dele-
tion etc.) and that will be detected in the future in all nat-
urally counter-regulated biological processes.22
As mentioned above, there is some crucial difference in
the motifs and behavioral patterns of RNA consortia and
protein-based cellular life. If we look at biocommunication
processes in cells, tissues, organs, and organisms, in which
signaling is relevant to all coordination and organization
affairs, we can identify similar behavioral patterns
throughout all domains of life.Whether it may be bacteria,
protozoa, fungi, animals, or plants: All are highly sensitive
organisms that actively compete for environmental
resources. They assess their surroundings, estimate how
much energy they need for particular goals, and then real-
ize the optimum variant. They take measures to control
certain environmental resources. They perceive them-
selves and can distinguish between ‘self’ and ‘non-self’.
They process and evaluate information and then modify
their behavior accordingly.81-86
If we look at RNA agents (which all share repetitive
nucleotide syntax) that build consortia, we can identify
behavioral motifs such as RNA binding, DNA binding,
protein-binding, nucleotide assembly and fold back to
Figure 2. The RNA “gangen” hypothesis of Luis Villarreal coherently explains cooperativity, followed by group identity of an RNA collec-
tive that requires opposite functions for the genesis of life © New York Academy of Sciences. Reproduced by permission of New York
Academy of Sciences. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.55
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build stem loops with single strand motifs and double
strands, pseudoknots, and spontaneous loop-building
out of stems being prone to other (single stranded) loop
interactions.87-91 However, some common behavioral
motifs also are shared, like identiﬁcation of “self” and
“non-self,” invasive behavior that manipulates another,
rejection of invasive behavior as the commonly shared
immune functions, group building, etc.92
Ribozymes, introns, mobile genetic elements, viruses
and their defectives, viroids, maybe we can look at
viruses and virus-like agents now as ﬁrst full range semi-
otic subjects, competent to follow interactional, behav-
ioral rules in infection, colonization, immunity,
recombination, context-dependent meaning ﬁxation
(methylation patterns) and ﬁnally sequence space inno-
vation. Prior to protein-based cellular life viruses and
virus-like genetic parasites seem to represent the evolu-
tionary transition agents from the early (repetitive syntax
constituted) RNA world to the living DNA archives.92-97
Nothing in RNA-biology makes sense except in
the light of group-identity
To constitute RNA group identity, they must be able to
assemble, to divide (nucleases), and to re-assemble
(ligases) within new sequence orders in a rather fast and
strictly ruled way. As mentioned before, they are able to
build groups according to actual needs, just like “gangs”
with their goals that may change within the next
moment. Luis Villarreal outlined this within his
“gangen” thesis:55
From this perspective, some explanatory goals can be
reached more easily than from previous ones, because
the biological identity is in the main focus now:
1) Evolutionary novelty arises in and by groups of
infectious agents that are competent to interact
within a common set of rules of combination,
rejection/defense, and cooperation. This includes
the later integration of former rejected agents, the
integration of recycled parts, and the subunits of
former degraded nucleotide sequences of such
agents. The re-use of RNAs in several lengths for
several functions reminds us on their origin.
2) Evolutionary novelty also arises through exapta-
tions of original novelties to other organisms as
previously evolved; e.g., tRNAs, or the epigenetic
marking of genomes led to memory and learning
systems, or the pheromone receptors, as well as
light receptors or the telomere repeats or
centromeres.
3) The RNA world dominant interaction strategies of
colonization via infection, defense/rejection and
degradation and ligation competence need a new
matrix for more complexity: Protein-based bodies
with memory storage medium DNA, i.e., RNA
world escape islands. Here, competing and co-sur-
gical agents with different strategies may reach the
addiction module status, which means they are not
eliminating each other but both survive in an insta-
bil/stabil equilibrium status for both, the compet-
ing agents and the host (win-win situation). This
makes the infectious agents become crucial drivers
of the evolution of complexity.
4) Coherent sequence integration, without damage of
protein coding sequence, may be transported by
the LTRs of infectious agents. Later on, these tools
are helpful in a real toolbox of similar and combi-
natorial modules for both infectious agents and
host organisms.
5) Real revolutionary new organisms that represent
success exemplars of new kingdoms such as in the
case of sharks, C. elegans, glass sponges, sea
urchins, ferns, etc. are nearly free of disease-caus-
ing viral parasites. This means the uniqueness of
addiction modules as a result of persistent coloni-
zation within these new creations have reached a
kind of hallmark immunity.
6) Such evolutionary constructions may reach highly
complex tissue societies, as represented in organs
of various organisms that vary/combine with ﬂuid
organs such as blood systems, together with other
body secretion systems creating a real fascinating
construction to embody complexity.
7) Change in environmental conditions (context) may
change the invasive strategies of infectious genetic
parasites and also vary the potential targets for
invasion. e.g., exogenous retroviruses rise selective
pressure on HERV env’s which results in an
increase of the neocortex tissue by the reprogram-
ming of neuronal stem cells. This rather organic
emergence pattern has a clear result on the pheno-
types as we currently may recognize at ourselves!
8) The virus competence is rather ecological, i.e., tis-
sue speciﬁc or better: cell-community- identity spe-
ciﬁc. If there are cell-communities as represented
by tissues (e.g., organs) or ﬂuids (e.g., blood) the
virus and virus derived (defectives) inhabitants
build a rather complex network of interactions for
replication regulations, immune functions, repair
competence, and also - if necessary - evolutionary
innovations or its pre-steps to adapt.
In this perspective, nothing in RNA-biology makes
sense, except in the light of group identity: How RNA
groups (which all share repetitive nucleotide syntax)
constitute genetic content of themselves being relevant
for host genetic content. To belong or not to belong to a
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group decides, whether an individual is part of an inter-
actional group that share common capabilities that
underlie biological selection, share interactional motifs,
and attack and defense strategies. Any evolutionary rele-
vant result can be seen within this light.
Conclusions
The repetitive non-coding RNA sequences resemble that
of a natural everyday language, i.e., the essential tool to
coordinate and organize common behavior. The non-
repetitive coding DNA sequences, after being modiﬁed by
the editosome and the spliceosome, serve as exon line-up
for artiﬁcial constructions within an information storage
medium for proteins that build the whole world of cellu-
lar-based life. Whereas the non-coding RNAs which all
share repetitive nucleotide syntax build an abundance of
groups that are active in nearly all biological processes,
the DNA serves as a living archive. The step from pure
physical-chemical molecules to “meaning” of genetic
information depends on interacting RNA-groups with cer-
tain identities which underlie biological selection. We can
ﬁnd such RNA-based group-identities in viruses and
virus-like infective agents that constantly invade DNA
genomes as preferred habitat via a counterbalanced persis-
tence strategy – the addiction module. For DNA based
organisms an abundance of invading genetic parasites,
infective clouds of RNA groups and their competitive
counter-groups are the driving force of evolution and later
on as co-adapted persistent agents serve as regulatory
tools in nearly all cellular processes. Additionally, RNA-
groups constantly produce new sequence space, which not
only serve as adaptation tools for their cell-based host
organisms but also plays crucial roles in evolutionary
novelty.
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